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Abstract

The 15 January 2022 explosion of the Hunga Tonga-Hunga Ha’apai (HT-HH) volcano generated an extreme, quasi-instantaneous

perturbation of the atmosphere. As part of its adjustment following the eruption, a rich spectrum of waves radiated away from

HT-HH and achieved worldwide propagation. Among numerous platforms monitoring the event, two long-duration stratospheric

balloons flying over the tropical Pacific provided unique observations of Lamb and infrasonic wave arrivals, detecting three

revolutions of the Lamb wave and five of infrasound waves. Combined with ground measurements from the infrasound network

of the International Monitoring System, such observations bring precious insights into the eruption process (chronology and

altitude of energy release), and highlight previously unobserved long-range propagation of infrasound modes triggered by the

eruption and their dispersion patterns. A comparison between ground- and balloon-based measurements emphasizes generally

larger signal-to-noise ratios onboard the balloons and further demonstrates their potential for infrasound studies.
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Abstract25

The 15 January 2022 explosion of the Hunga Tonga-Hunga Ha’apai (HT-HH) volcano26

generated an extreme, quasi-instantaneous perturbation of the atmosphere. As part of27

its adjustment following the eruption, a rich spectrum of waves radiated away from HT-28

HH and achieved worldwide propagation. Among numerous platforms monitoring the29

event, two long-duration stratospheric balloons flying over the tropical Pacific provided30

unique observations of Lamb and infrasonic wave arrivals, detecting three revolutions of31

the Lamb wave and five of infrasound waves. Combined with ground measurements from32

the infrasound network of the International Monitoring System, such observations bring33

precious insights into the eruption process (chronology and altitude of energy release),34

and highlight previously unobserved long-range propagation of infrasound modes trig-35

gered by the eruption and their dispersion patterns. A comparison between ground- and36

balloon-based measurements emphasizes generally larger signal-to-noise ratios onboard37

the balloons and further demonstrates their potential for infrasound studies.38

Plain Language Summary39

The eruption of the Hunga Tonga-Hunga Ha’apai volcano on January 15 2022 was40

one of the most powerful blast of the last century. This fast and strong perturbation of41

the atmosphere triggered atmospheric waves which were followed around the world mul-42

tiple times. Here, we use records of sound waves emitted by the eruption from two bal-43

loons flying at about 20 km altitude over the Pacific combined with ground stations around44

the volcano to help characterize the event, its scenario and its energy. Due to weak rel-45

ative wind and turbulence, the sounds on the balloon are generally clearer than on the46

ground, demonstrating the potential of high-altitude measurements for extreme events.47

1 Introduction48

After a phase of mild activity started in mid-December 2021, the 2022 eruption of49

the Hunga Tonga-Hunga Ha’apai (HT-HH) volcano climaxed with an intense explosion50

on January 15th around 04:16 UTC (Poli & Shapiro, 2022). Over the next hour, the vol-51

canic plume penetrated deep into the atmosphere, reaching the stratopause and beyond52

(up to 58 km), whereas the umbrella cloud spread at approximately 35 km to form a 600 km53

diameter disk. The altitude of volcanic overshoots, the height and extent of the umbrella54

cloud set a new record for volcanic eruptions over the satellite era (Carr et al., 2022),55

overtaking Mount Pinatubo and its 35 km. The plume generated a large perturbation56

of the stratospheric aerosol layer and stratospheric composition, with substantial local57

and global radiative impacts (Sellitto et al., 2022).58

Besides triggering globally detected surface seismic waves (Poli & Shapiro, 2022)59

and a tsunami in the Pacific (Yuen et al., 2022; Matoza et al., 2022), the HT-HH erup-60

tion also excited atmospheric acoustic-gravity waves by injecting matter, energy and mo-61

mentum deep into the atmosphere at an extremely fast rate compared to the time scale62

of atmospheric adjustment. A wide spectrum of waves was thus observed radiating away63

from the point source volcano (Matoza et al., 2022) including the edge Lamb wave (Matoza64

et al., 2022; Wright et al., 2022), infrasound (Matoza et al., 2022; Vergoz et al., 2022)65

and internal gravity waves (Watanabe et al., 2022; Wright et al., 2022; Ern et al., n.d.).66

The Lamb wave is a striking feature of this event. Its amplitude (> 11 hPa peak-to-peak67

near Tonga) and propagation pattern are in particular reminiscent of the wave trains ob-68

served following the historical 1883 Krakatoa eruption (Matoza et al., 2022).69

Most observations of HT-HH waves were obtained by remote-sensing instruments70

or surface barometers, whereas the source extended to stratospheric altitudes at least.71

In this paper, we present unique measurements of acoustic-gravity wave trains directly72

from within the stratosphere gathered onboard two long-duration balloons flying over73
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the Pacific. While the instruments also recorded signals from the smaller January 13 HT-74

HH explosion, we focus here on analyzing Lamb and infrasound waves triggered by the75

main eruption on January 15. We describe the first and multiple-revolution arrivals in76

balloon data and ancillary satellite and ground-based observations. Then, we discuss how77

the waves may provide additional information on the eruptive process and the value of78

stratospheric infrasound observations for this and similar events.79

2 Materials and Methods80

2.1 Strateole-2 balloon data81

In the frame of the Strateole-2 project (Haase et al., 2018), 17 superpressure bal-82

loons (SPBs) were launched from Seychelles by the French space agency (CNES) in October-83

December 2021. Strateole-2 SPBs are constant-volume balloons drifting following the84

prevailing wind and designed for flights of several months at a chosen density level be-85

tween 18.5 and 21 km in the tropical upper troposphere-lower stratosphere. On January86

15 2022, two SPBs remained over the tropical Pacific at about 18.5 km (TTL4) and 20.5 km87

above sea level (STR1, see Figure 1 a), b)). Various instruments are carried on-board88

the balloons; of interest for our study, all Strateole-2 payloads include the TSEN tem-89

perature and pressure sensors (Hertzog et al., 2007) and a GPS. Position and temper-90

ature are measured every 30 s, pressure every 1 s. The pressure sensor (Paroscientific91

Inc. Series 6000) has a sensor noise as low as 1 mPa/Hz below 1 Hz.92

SPBs undergo vertical oscillations forced by atmospheric motions and modulated93

by the balloon’s response. In order to correct for the associated pressure fluctuations,94

we derive the Eulerian pressure perturbation pe by removing a background hydrostatic95

pressure gradient:96

pe = p exp

(
g

RdT
ζ ′
)
− p (1)

where p and T are the raw pressure and temperature, p time-averaged pressure, ζ ′ geopo-97

tential height anomalies, g = 9.81 m s−2 and Rd = 287 J/K/kg the ideal gas constant98

for dry air. Without a high-frequency inertial measurement unit (IMU) onboard, we use99

solely GPS position interpolated at 1 s to compute ζ ′ and pe. Performing this operation,100

care must be taken to properly account for any delay between pressure and position mea-101

surements, since a slight phase shift results in an imperfect canceling of the balloon neu-102

tral oscillations around 220 s (Massman, 1978; Vincent & Hertzog, 2014). Unless stated103

otherwise, pressure observations presented here correspond to pe, but can be considered104

as p for frequencies above ∼0.02 Hz. Quality of the pressure data is sufficient to detect105

the energy peak of the oceanic microbarom around 0.2 Hz (Bowman & Lees, 2018). The106

horizontal wind components are estimated by finite-differentiating the GPS position time107

series, assuming that the balloons behave as perfect tracers of the flow.108

2.2 Ancillary datasets109

2.2.1 IMS microbarometer data110

Infrasound stations from the International Monitoring system (IMS) of the Com-111

prehensive Nuclear-Test-Ban Treaty Organization (CTBO) are arrays of microbarom-112

eters sensitive to acoustic pressure variations with a flat frequency response between 0.02113

and 4 Hz. Here, we use data from 5 stations located either in the vicinity of the balloons114

or at distances of 2,000-4,000 km from HT-HH: IS22 (22.2◦S 166.8◦E, d = 1850 km from115

HT-HH), IS21 (8.9◦S 140.2◦W, d = 3990 km), IS24 (17.8◦S 149.3◦W, d = 2755 km),116

IS36 (44.0◦S 176.5◦W, d = 2699 km) and IS57 (33.6◦N 116.5◦W, d = 8645 km). Fre-117

quencies lower than 0.01 Hz (periods longer than 2 minutes) are recovered by deconvolv-118

ing the high-pass instrumental filter, although the quality of the low-frequency pressure119
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signal may still be affected (Matoza et al., 2022). A thorough investigation of HT-HH120

Lamb and infrasound waves in IMS data is presented in Vergoz et al. (2022).121

2.2.2 Geostationary satellite data122

Level 1B infrared brightness temperature (BT) from the geostationary satellites123

GOES-17 (Eastern Pacific sector) and Himawari-8 (Western Pacific sector) at ∼2-km spa-124

tial resolution and 10-minute time resolution are also presented. In order to contextu-125

alize balloon-borne observations of the waves, we use the upper-tropospheric water va-126

por channel (band 8, 6.2 µm) with increased sensitivity to upper-tropospheric proper-127

ties, although the waves can be observed in any infrared channel (Wright et al., 2022;128

Amores et al., 2022; Watanabe et al., 2022). Second-order time differentiation and a 31-129

pixel boxcart median filter are applied to the data in order to highlight wave-induced130

fluctuations and reduce the noise associated with weather systems.131

We also employ stereoscopic cloud top height retrievals to infer the chronology of132

the eruption. These data are derived at NASA Langley using the parallax between almost-133

synchronized 10.3 µm-band images obtained from different viewing angles by the two134

satellites. For the HT-HH plume, the spatial resolution of the product is about 6 km and135

its vertical accuracy typically lies between 0.2-0.4 km. Further description of the retrieval136

method can be found in Supplementary material S1.137

3 Results138

3.1 First wave arrivals139

3.1.1 The Lamb wave140

The Lamb wave (Lamb, 1910; Taylor, 1929; Pierce & Posey, 1971; Salby, 1980) is141

the fastest mode excited by the eruption with a relatively constant propagation speed142

cgLamb ≃ 317 m/s ±5% typically (Bretherton, 1969; Pierce & Posey, 1971). After the143

eruption, the Lamb wave left a prominent signature in surface pressure observations around144

the world and in the BT of geostationary-satellite infrared channels (Amores et al., 2022;145

Wright et al., 2022; Watanabe et al., 2022). Figure 1 shows selected BT maps from GOES-146

17 on January 15. Phase lines are clearly identified at ∼06:20 UTC as concentric rings147

featuring a large positive temperature anomaly (0.3 K) in between two smaller negative148

anomalies. The distance travelled by the wave front is consistent with an emission around149

04:16 UTC and the nominal propagation speed of 317 m/s (Amores et al., 2022).150

The initial overpass of the Lamb wave occurs around 06:20 UTC (pressure max-151

imum) for STR1 (Fig. 2 c)) and coincides with BT maximum. To further investigate the152

consistency of the waveform during early propagation, Figure 1 b) depicts pressure time153

series around the Lamb wave arrival time at various sensors. To compensate for geomet-154

ric spreading, sonic impedance variations and the vertical structure of the mode, pres-155

sure amplitudes A in Fig. 2 c) are adjusted as follows (e.g., Pierce & Posey, 1971):156

A0 = A

√
2πa sin (d/a)

ρr cr
ρ c

f

(
p

pr

)
(2)

where a is the Earth radius, d the horizontal distance from HT-HH, ρ the density, c the157

wave phase celerity, and f
(

p
pr

)
=

(
p
pr

) γ−2
γ

for Lamb waves in an isothermal atmosphere,158

with γ = CP

Cv
≃ 7

5 the specific capacity ratio. ρr = 1.2 kg/m3, pr = 1, 000 hPa and159

cr = 317 m/s are the reference density, pressure and celerity, respectively. Equation 2160

neglects attenuation through leakage, absorption, dispersion and lateral ray focusing. In161

Fig. 1 (c), we apply this correction to signals collected at various altitude and distance162

from the volcano, highlighting its validity for short to medium-range propagation. Be-163

sides pressure and temperature, the Lamb wave also has a signature in horizontal wind164
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Figure 1. (a) Upper stratospheric (40-60 km average) horizontal wind direction (vectors)

and speed (colors) from the European Center for Medium-range Weather Forecast (ECMWF)

on January 15 2022, with ground stations and balloon trajectories (black) and (colored lines)

orthodroms from HT-HH to sensor locations. (b) Lamb pressure waveforms filtered between 100

and 5,000 s. Series are aligned with respect to the time of the pressure maximum (the propaga-

tion speed c in the legend includes a ∼10 minutes delay between explosion and wave emission);

pressure is adjusted to the density and pressure of STR1 using Eq. 2 for quantitative comparison.

The vertical line corresponds to the time of panel (c). (c), (d), (e), (f) Selected BT images from

GOES-17 band 8 (6.2 µm) showing the Lamb wave passing over STR1 (c) and the first journey

and return of the Lamb wave (d, e, f). Colored dots indicate the location of the balloons and

ground stations. Black circles are expected phase fronts launched from Tonga at 04:16 and propa-

gating at 317 m/s (Lamb, solid line) or 245 m/s (dashed line).
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aligned with the wave vector and in phase with pressure fluctuations, which reaches a165

few m/s in the lower stratosphere; although it does not stand out of the variability oth-166

erwise present, it is detected by both balloons (not shown).167

Figure 2 depicts pressure spectrograms during the first overpass of the waves. The168

Lamb wave appears as a low-frequency pulse extending up to ∼ 3 mHz. Since it is non-169

dispersive in the linear approximation and has limited sensitivity to refraction (Posey170

& Pierce, 1971), its waveform is frozen and it shows isotropic propagation during its first171

revolution, as evidenced by the circular wave fronts radiating away from the volcano in172

all directions (Fig. 1 c)) and by the similarity between the early waveforms (Fig. 1 b)).173

Fluctuations in the tail of the first maximum, particularly pronounced at IS22, are anisotropic174

(Fig. 1 a)) and due to slower modes, likely gravity waves.175

3.1.2 Gravity waves176

Slower gravity wave trains were observed emanating from HT-HH in geostation-177

ary and low-orbit temperature sounders (Watanabe et al., 2022; Wright et al., 2022). Those178

waves leave no outstanding signature in the balloon time series (raw pressure, pe, kinetic179

or potential energy), in contrast with surface pressure and brightness temperature (Fig. 1180

b), c)). This behavior is actually consistent with theoretical expectations for the ”Pekeris181

mode”, which predict a maximum amplitude at 4 scale heights (Salby, 1980) but a min-182

imum at the balloons’ float level (2-3 scale heights). Furthermore, while nadir-looking183

instruments emphasize large vertical-wavelength gravity waves, balloons have a differ-184

ent observational filter and also respond to shallower waves, e.g. from tropospheric con-185

vection, which contribute to mask the HT-HH gravity waves (see also Ern et al., n.d.).186

3.1.3 Infrasound187

Balloon-borne and surface sensors recorded at least three distinct initial infrasound188

wave packets (WPs, Fig. 2) above 10 mHz, separated by periods of reduced acoustic vari-189

ability. On STR1, their approximate arrival times are: tWP1 ≃ 06:35 UTC with a dou-190

ble peak (WP1a and WP1b ≃ 06:49 UTC), tWP2
≃ 07:18 and tWP3

≃ 10:38. Whereas191

the sub-WPs are too close in time for a definite statement, the delay between WP1 and192

WP2 is incompatible with differential propagation from a unique event with group ve-193

locities of, e.g., thermospheric and stratospheric ducts, suggesting that they are excited194

by distinct bursts at the source. Such hypothesis is furthermore consistent with the con-195

stant time separation between WPs at different distances from HT-HH. Back-propagating196

the packets to the source with cg ≃ 275 m/s suggests pulses of emission around 04:19,197

05:03 and 08:32. The link between this chronology and observed plume variability will198

be investigated later on.199

Spectra at the arrival of WP1 show a significant enhancement over the whole acous-200

tic range compared to the period immediately prior to it (Fig. 2 a, b). The pressure vari-201

ance peaks around 20-30 mHz, especially for balloon sensors . The large spread in the202

magnitude of the infrasound signal for the first wave packets observed among the sen-203

sors exceeds mere geometric spreading and altitude variations treated by Eq. 2, as well204

as the effect of dispersion. This emphasizes anisotropic infrasound propagation in par-205

ticular due to the variability of along-path stratospheric winds (Fig. 1 (a)). The effect206

of dispersion becomes apparent at TTL4 (d=7600 km) with longer wavepackets and a207

duplication of WP3.208

Besides distinct WPs, balloon observations show a slow variance decrease in the209

acoustic range (above 0.01 Hz) and a return to pre-eruption levels after about a day. This210

tail of acoustic signal is analogous to the Coda observed in seismic waves (e.g. Aki, 1997)211

and results from wave scattering by small-scale inhomogeneities (Chunchuzov et al., 2011),212

e.g. related to pre-existing gravity waves.213
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Figure 2. Compensated power spectral density (PSD multiplied by frequency) during the

overpass of WP1 (solid line) and background of the 3 hours before the eruption (dashed line) for

(a) the ground stations and (b) the balloons. c), d), e), f) Selected spectrograms of the pressure

signals corresponding to the first wave arrivals. The vertical lines indicate arrival times from

estimated source timings (see text) and waves traveling at cg = 275m/s. Blue and green line are

arrival times for the first event assuming travel speed cg = 300m/s and cg = 240m/s, respectively.
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3.2 Multiple revolutions of acoustic waves214

3.2.1 Lamb wave215

The HT-HH Lamb wave traveled several times around the Earth, and was detected216

7 times in ground pressure measurements (Matoza et al., 2022), in agreement with its217

slow dissipation (Lindzen & Blake, 1972; Salby, 1980) and with observations after the218

1883 Krakatoa eruption (Symons, 1888). Figure 3 shows the wavelet spectrograms of the219

balloon time series along with those of stations IS22 and IS57. In the low-frequency range220

(<3 mHz), the Lamb wave remains as a non-dispersive pulse progressively attenuated221

and reflected (90◦ phase shift) following its first transit through the antipodes (not shown).222

An interesting feature of the Lamb wave at STR1 is the observation of three over-223

passes (instead of two) for antipodal and second transits, due to refraction by the jets224

and refraction-reflection by orography. This results in the emergence of straight perpen-225

dicular wavefronts (Fig. 1 (e), (f)) compared with circular wavefronts (Fig. 1 (c)). At226

the edge of two wavefronts, STR1 samples one more overpass than the unique expected227

on the second antipodal transit.228

3.2.2 Infrasound229

Figure 3 also emphasizes exceptional multiple passages of infrasound wavepackets.230

At ground stations, infrasound detections beyond the first circumnavigation are only pos-231

sible under low wind conditions (Vergoz et al., 2022). Indeed, even though infrasound232

sensors are equipped with wind-noise reduction systems, recordings remain sensitive to233

atmospheric turbulences which affect the detection capability (Marty, 2019) and cause234

the diurnal variations of wind noise visible in Fig. 3 a), c). A clearer picture emerges from235

balloon observations (Fig. 3 (b), (d)), which exclusively exhibit infrasound signals above236

20 mHz. In the following, we adopt the convention for multiple wave passages of Matoza237

et al. (2022); Vergoz et al. (2022): A1 for the direct short orthodrome arrival, A2 for the238

first antipodal arrival, A3 for A1 + one revolution etc.239

Distinct acoustic dispersion patterns appear in long-range arrivals, some of them240

highlighted in Fig. 3 e)-h). Dispersion mixes A2 and A3 arrivals at STR1 (Fig. 3 e). Nev-241

ertheless, one can clearly distinguish a faster A2 wavetrain with limited dispersion (”com-242

pact mode”) and typical round-the-world transit speed of 280-290 m/s, followed by a sec-243

ond A2 wavetrain (”dispersive mode”) typically slower (275 m/s) with significant dis-244

persion and featuring two dispersion lines around 20 mHz and 70 mHz and mixing with245

A3. This double dispersion line pattern is also seen for the direct arrival at station IS32246

15,750 km from the source, in Kenya (Vergoz et al., 2022). The ”compact mode” seems247

to retain the imprint of the source (i.e., distinct WP1 and WP2) and is visible at least248

up to passage A4 at STR1 (Fig. 3 f) ) . The upper dispersive mode appears for passage249

A2 at STR1 and both A2 and A4 at TTL4. The lower dispersive line is long-lived and250

appears at least at A2-4 at TTL4 and A2-10 at STR1, as well as at IS22. From the spec-251

trograms (Fig. 3 a) ), we estimate
∂cg
∂ω ≃ 500−600 m for the low-frequency dispersive252

mode. The change in travel speed with frequency results in the flattening of the WPs253

in frequency-time space over successive circumnavigations (Fig. 3 a)-d)).254

The nature of this zoo of modes remains uncertain and will be the focus of future255

work. Their typical celerity resembles stratosphere-ducted infrasound with wind bring-256

ing substantial contributions in one or the other direction. Wind likely plays a role in257

the favored ”antipodal” propagation found at TTL4 (absence of the ”dispersive modes”258

in A3 arrivals) and the North-western American station IS56 (not shown). Such asym-259

metry arises due to the variable efficiency of wind ducting encountered in different prop-260

agation directions. Although balloon observations provide no information on the azimuth261

of the incident waves, an exceptional backazimuth drift as a consequence of refraction262

by the polar vortex was noted by Vergoz et al. (2022). The role of wind in supporting263
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specific long-lived modes and influencing propagation directions will warrant further in-264

vestigations.265

4 Discussion266

4.1 Infrasound emission and chronology of the eruption267

Distinct early infrasound WPs (Fig. 2) were attributed to consecutive trigger events268

at the source. In Fig. 4, time series of 0.05 Hz variance are compared with cloud top height269

(CTH) data. A satisfactory correspondence can be obtained using reduced time tr =270

t− d
c with c = 275 m/s, although we did not attempt to precisely align cloud top alti-271

tude and variance maxima or use expected azimuth-dependent celerities (Matoza et al.,272

2022).273

Accounting for a time delay between wave emission and the plumes reaching their274

ceiling, a clear correspondence is found between (i) WP1 and the first plume reaching275

the mesosphere (04:37) with its subsequent bursts (in particular for WP1b at STR1), and276

(ii) WP3 and a much later plume at 38 km altitude (08:47) piercing the umbrella cloud277

(∼ 35 km ASL at that time). Attribution of WP2 is less obvious: a few overshoots reach278

the upper stratosphere during the hour following the first injection, in contrast with 30 min-279

utes of relative quietness between the end of WP1 and WP2 (tWP1
+50 minutes). Nev-280

ertheless, CTH data highlights a 55 km cloud top at 05:27 (+50 minutes) surpassing smaller281

overshoots of the last 20 to 30 minutes. This scenario of intermittent emission broadly282

agrees with the chronology inferred from a ionospheric wave-train analysis by Astafyeva283

et al. (2022), who diagnose two explosions within 10 minutes of 4:20 UTC, followed by284

± 20 minutes rest and two later explosions around 04:50. It is also broadly consistent285

with pressure records from Tonga at d = 64 km (Wright et al., 2022), although this data286

rather suggests four major explosions separated by 34, 41 and 175 minutes. Interpret-287

ing surface pressure records near the volcano is complicated by the entanglement between288

waves propagating at different speeds.289

4.2 Azimuth and altitude-dependent infrasound signals: an insight on290

the vertical distribution of sources?291

Anisotropic propagation of the infrasound is related to the stratospheric wind fields292

near HT-HH (Fig. 1 (a)), which imply large variations in the associated effective sound293

speed profiles (Fig. 4 (d)). Strong tailwinds support the propagation of stratospheric modes294

to IS22 (and IS36), while strong head- and crosswinds hamper it towards STR1, IS21295

and IS24.296

To quantify infrasound ducting and amplitude decrease along propagation paths297

for various source heights and source-to-receiver directions, transmission losses (TL) be-298

tween HT-HH and the sensors are calculated using the open-source range-dependent Parabolic299

Equation solver (NCPA PAPE, Waxler et al., 2021) with effective sound speeds profiles300

obtained from merging ECMWF data with climatologies above 60 km and up to 140 km301

(MSISE00 and HWM14, Picone et al., 2002; Drob et al., 2015), including range-dependent302

gravity-wave perturbations (Gardner et al., 1993). TL are estimated in dB for a source303

frequency of 0.05 Hz (near the peak amplitude of WP1, Fig. 2), i.e.:304

TL(x, z) = 20 log10

(
|P |2(x, z)

|P |2(x = 1km, z = zsource)

)
(3)

where |P | is the modulus of pressure amplitude, x the horizontal range from the source,305

z and zsource the observation and specified source altitudes. The resulting TL profiles306

at receiver locations for different point source altitudes are depicted in Fig. 4 ((e)-(h)).307

A deep duct down to the surface is seen at IS22 and IS36, while the stratospheric duct308

prevails at other locations. Differences in TL between IS22 and other ground and upper-309
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Figure 3. Spectrograms of the pressure signals corresponding to the successive circumglobal

revolutions of the Lamb and infrasound wave packets for balloons a) STR1 and c) TTL4 and

ground stations b) IS22 and d) IS57. Expected arrival times are shown for the 317 m/s Lamb

wave (orange) and 290 (blue), 275 (red) and 260 (light green) m/s infrasound group velocities

(solid lines for ”direct”, dashed for antipodal). TTL4 time series stop on January 18 due to its

burst. e), f), g), h) Zoom on the (a, g) first antipodal arrival and (e, h) second direct and (f, i)

antipodal arrivals at the balloons. Direct and antipodal arrival superpose partly at STR1.
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Figure 4. (a) Hovmöller diagram of HT-HH stereoscopic plume top altitude and (red line)

time series of maximum plume height in the area (23◦S-17◦S, 177◦W-174◦W). (b) Amplitude

time series near 0.05 Hz (4.8-5.4 10−2 Hz) for ground stations (solid) and balloons (dashed)

corrected with Eq. 2 and (c) observed variance. (d) Average effective sound speed profile along

the great-circle paths in Fig. 1 (a) ceff =
√
γ RdT + uh · ek, with uh the horizontal wind and

ek the position-dependent unit vector aligned with the orthodrom and pointing away from HT-

HH. (e), (f), (g), (h) Vertical profiles of infrasound TL at sensor position, for a source at (e) the

ground, (f) 10 km altitude, (g) 20 km, (h) 30 km and (i) 40 km altitude. Star markers indicate

the variance observed during WP1 and dots during WP3, normalized by the value at IS22.
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air sensors are reduced when the altitude of the source is increased ( Fig. 4 (e) vs (i)).310

While a quantitative Bayesian inversion is beyond the scope of the present letter, con-311

fronting the simulations to observed signals suggests that only a high-altitude (20-30 km)312

source can reconcile measurements from the different sensors. This is compatible with313

the observed plume altitude. The larger spread in magnitude at different stations for WP3314

than for WP1 also further hints at an excitation at lower altitude for WP3, consistent315

with lower top altitude in CTH retrievals. As a caveat, we should mention here that the316

quantitative interpretation of balloon signals might be hampered by unanticipated ar-317

tifacts, e.g. related to motions of the balloon-gondola system (Garcia et al., n.d.).318

In any case, assuming the Lamb wave and infrasound are excited by spatially con-319

nected processes (lightnings), a vertical distribution of energy release bears implications,320

e.g. for estimating the yield of the eruption. Indeed, theoretical and empirical formu-321

las for explosion yields often assume a source primarily located at the ground (e.g., Pierce322

& Posey, 1971). If we relax this assumption, Equation (62) of Pierce and Posey (1971)323

becomes:324

E = 15∆p(c0 τ)
3
2 H p

(
p̄g
p̄s

) 2−γ
γ

(
p̄obs
p̄s

)− 1
γ

(4)

where H is the scale height, p̄g the ground pressure, p̄s the background pressure at the325

altitude of the point source and p̄obs the pressure at the observations. Estimated yields326

are reduced by a factor of 2 (resp. 4) for a point source near 100 hPa or 16 km (resp.327

10 hPa or 30 km). When evaluating their formula against nuclear blasts, Posey and Pierce328

(1971) questioned its applicability for extreme yield nuclear explosions. We speculate that329

nonlinearities in the plume evolution and high-altitude energy transfer to the environ-330

ment, as well as mass and momentum sources, contribute to this discrepancy. While a331

detailed assessment of this effect and realistic yield estimates are beyond the scope of332

the present study, a significant contribution of high-altitude energy release, consistent333

with infrasound and geostationary observations, modify yield estimates for this event.334

4.3 Advantages and potential limitations of balloon measurements335

Our study evidences an infrasound signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) improved by a fac-336

tor of at least 10 at lower stratospheric altitudes compared to the ground (Fig. 2 a, b337

and 4). Reasons include 1) the location of the sensor within the stratospheric waveguide338

and 2) reduced noise in the absence of wind relative to the sensor (Bowman & Lees, 2015;339

Bowman & Krishnamoorthy, 2021; Krishnamoorthy et al., 2020). For a source located340

at the surface, infrasound signals are larger on the ground in conditions favorable for deep341

propagation (IS22). However, upper-air reception appears advantageous in unfavorable342

propagation conditions (IS21, IS24, Fig. 4 (e)). In general, the strong anisotropy observed343

for ground receivers is mitigated at stratospheric levels. This advantage of upper-air ob-344

servations is reinforced for sources around the duct (10 to 20 km ASL; Fig. 4 g)).345

Regarding the noise, winds exceeding a few m/s typically result in a noise level 3346

orders of magnitude larger (variance) than on-board the balloons prior to the eruption347

(Fig. 4). Turbulence-induced noise is a well-known challenge of ground-based infrasound348

monitoring (Marty, 2019). Under low surface wind (e.g. IS57) (Vergoz et al., 2022), the349

noise is significantly reduced and likely results in better SNR than onboard the balloon.350

Despite its advantages, the balloon platform might suffer from specific biases, which351

could be only partially corrected by the current implementation of Eq. 1. In particular,352

Figure 2 showed a prominent enhancement of the stratospheric signal at 0.05 Hz absent353

in ground measurements. Recently, Garcia et al. (n.d.) identified a mismatch between354

balloon observations and pressure variations expected from infrasound generated by seis-355

mic waves after an earthquake. Those authors proposed that the observed discrepancies356

are induced by movements of the balloon/gondola system. Although preliminary inves-357

tigations suggest that well-measured multi-revolution dispersive patterns are similar be-358
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tween balloon and ground measurements, detailed modeling of balloon response to in-359

cident acoustic waves is needed (Bowman et al., 2022).360

5 Conclusions361

A quasi-instantaneous forcing of the atmosphere occurred on January 15 2022 when362

Hunga Tonga-Hunga Ha’apai violently erupted. Adjustment to this cataclysmic pertur-363

bation triggered a wide spectrum of atmospheric waves unprecedented in modern obser-364

vational records. Located 2,000 and 7,800 km away from the volcano, two long-duration365

stratospheric balloons measured a clear signature of the surface-guided Lamb wave, which366

produced the largest pressure perturbation ever observed at that altitude for periods be-367

tween 10 and 60 minutes. Lamb wave fronts could be measured for at least 3 revolutions368

in the air. The eruption also excited pure acoustic waves. Supported by plume top height369

data, the first arrival of infrasound wave packets at frequencies of 0.05 Hz suggest a multiple-370

explosion eruption scenario. Later infrasound arrivals associated with multiple revolu-371

tions could be followed until the end of the flights, 9 days after the eruption, correspond-372

ing to wavepackets circumnavigating the globe 5 times.373

Together with infrasound earthquake detection (Brissaud et al., 2021; Garcia et al.,374

n.d.) and entering bolide airbust in the atmosphere (Bowman et al., 2019), this excep-375

tional ultra long-range detection of acoustic waves from the HT-HH eruption demonstrates376

the potential of long-duration stratospheric balloons for quakes and explosion monitor-377

ing. A shortcoming of the 2021 Strateole-2 infrasound payload is the lack of azimuth and378

incidence angle measurements. Recently, different teams tried to cover this gap with in-379

ertial measurement units (IMUs) (Garcia et al., 2020; Bowman et al., 2022) or anten-380

nas of pressure sensors (Krishnamoorthy et al., 2019; Garcia et al., 2020). While Strateole-381

2 balloons unfortunately did not include such measurements at sufficient resolution, we382

advocate for including them in the future to provide additional constrain on wave and383

source properties. The response of SPBs to high-frequency atmospheric excitations is384

prone to significant uncertainties (Podglajen et al., 2016) which will be addressed in the385

2024 Strateole-2 campaign by the mean of dedicated instruments. In parallel, theoret-386

ical investigations of the balloon response are required to infer atmospheric wave prop-387

erties from this invaluable platform.388

6 Open Research389

Strateole-2 data is available at https://data.ipsl.fr/catalog/strateole2/eng/390

catalog.search#/search?from=1&to=30. Access to IMS data can be made available391

upon request through the virtual Data Exploitation Center at https://www.ctbto.org/392

specials/vdec (last accessed on 2022-05-11). ECMWF data can be found at https://393

cds.climate.copernicus.eu/cdsapp#!/dataset/reanalysis-era5-pressure-levels394

?tab=form (last accessed on 2022-05-11).395
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